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Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme for the RectilinearSteiner Arborescence ProblemBing Lu � Lu Ruan�AbstractGiven a set N of n terminals in the �rst quadrant of the Euclidean plane E2, �nd aminimum length directed tree rooted at the origin o, connecting to all terminals in N ,and consisting of only horizontal and vertical arcs oriented from left to right or frombottom to top. This problem is called rectilinear Steiner arborescence problem. whichhas been proved to be NP-complete recently[1]. In this paper, we present a polynomialtime approximation scheme for this problem.Keywords: PATS, Arborescence, Steiner terminals, VLSI design, Approximation Al-gorithm
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1 IntroductionGiven a set N of n terminals in the �rst quadrant of the Euclidean plane E2, �nd a minimumlength directed tree rooted at the origin o, connecting to all terminals in N , and consistingof only horizontal and vertical arcs oriented from left to right or from bottom to top. Thisproblem is called rectilinear Steiner arborescence problem (RSAP). Each feasible solution iscalled a rectilinear Steiner arborescence(RSA). RSAP has been proved to be NP-completerecently[1]. Rao et al.[7] presented the �rst polynomial-time(O(nlogn)) approximation tothe RSAP with performance ratio 2. C�ordova et al.[4] generalized the RSA approximationto the all-quadrant RSAP with the same time complexity and performance ratio. LadeiraDe Matos [8] proposed a dynamic programming algorithm which takes exponential time tosolve the problem. Nastansky et al.[3] applied an integer programming formulation to thed dimensional version of the RSAP which also has exponential running time complexity.Leung et al.[2] presented two optimal algorithms recursive branch-and-bound and dynamicprogramming for solving the RSAP. Although these algorithms outperformed previous exactmethods on average, the worst case running time is still exponential. In this paper, wepresent a new polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the RSAP by combiningwith the general framework proposed by Arora [5]. That is, for every �xed c > 1, arandomized algorithm computes a (1 + 1=c)-approximation of the RSMA in time O(nO(c) �logn) and a deterministic version obtained from derandomization computes a (1 + 1=c)-approximation of the RSMA also in time O(nO(c) � logn).With the advent of the VLSI design and process enters sub-micron range, the RSAPplays more important role in the �eld of performance-driven VLSI design. Cong et al.[6]showed that rectilinear Steiner Arborescence signi�cantly outperforms the traditional Steinertree approach in delay optimization. The RSAP also has various applications in multicastnetwork communication and supercomputer message routing.
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2 PreliminariesWe consider only the case that all terminals lie in the �rst quadrant of E2. The generalRSAP can be e�ciently decomposed into four problems. One in each quadrant. Thedistances are measured in the L1 metric. Furthermore, all terminals in N are called sinksand G(N) represents the grid that includes a vertical line segment and a horizontal linesegment through every sink, and is bounded by the horizontal line segment through thehighest sink, the vertical line segment through the rightmost sink, the x-axis and the y-axis. A rectilinear Steiner minimum arborescence(RSMA) for the set N is an RSA � withminimum l(�) which denotes the total length of arcs in �. From Rao et al. [7], we have thefollowing basic properties of RSAs:(a1) An RSA is a directed arboresence rooted at the origin and contains all the terminalsof N . Furthermore, all leaves are terminals of N .(a2) Each Steiner terminal of an RSA has degree three (one indegree and two outdegree).(a3) All edges point "northeast". That is, if an edge e joins p to q, then xp � xq andyp � yq.(a4) There exists an RSMA which uses only arcs of G(N).(a5) An RSMA contains at most n� 2 Steiner terminals.(a6) Only the origin of RSA has indegree zero.Let � denote an RSA and L denote a line segment (parallel to x-axis or y-axis) withinG(N). Let M1, M2, � � �, Mt be the points on which � crosses L. Break � at those points, �will become a forest. We need two copies of each Mi, one for each side of L. Let M 0i andM 00i denote these copies.Lemma 1 The vertical(horizontal) line segment L will always break an RSA � into forestF over the terminals set N [ fM 01; � � � ;M 0t ;M 001 ; � � � ;M 00t g. Let �0 and �00 denote a partition3



of the trees in the forest F(that is, �0 [�00 = F and �0 \�00 = �). If �0 contains all points inM 01; � � � ;M 0t and �00 contains all points in M 001 ; � � � ;M 00t , then �0 is an RSA and �00 is forest.proof. It is obviously that �00 is forest. Suppose �0 is not an RSA. Then �0 is also forest. LetT 01 and T 02 be two distinct trees in �0 . That means there are two terminals(Steiner terminalsor terminals of N) with indegree zero in the original RSA. It is impossible. Therefore, �0must be an RSA. 23 Main ResultTheorem 1 There exists an approximation algorithm computing a (1+1=c)-approximationof the RSMA in time O(nO(c) log n) where c > 1.We prove the theorem by showing that we can construct a polynomial-time algorithmwhich �nds a (1 + 1=c)-approximation of the RSMA. The algorithm applies the approachrecently initiated by Arora[5].The algorithm consists of three steps: perturbation and rounding of RSAP{to perturban instance of RSAP to make all coordinates well-rounded; shifted quadtree construction{toconstruct a (a; b)-shifted quadtree; dynamic programming{to �nd an optimal r-light RSA.The running time of this algorithm is O(nO(c) log n).De�nition 1 An RSA is "r-light" with respect to the shifted dissection if it crosses eachboundary of each square in the dissection at most r times.3.1 Perturbation and Rounding of RSAPThe �rst step of the algorithm is to perturb an instance of RSAP to make all coordinatesintegral, and the minimum interterminal distance at least 2 (well-rounded). Let the boundingbox of the set N denote the smallest axis-aligned square that contains the set, and let Lbe the size of the box where L is the length of the longer side of the box and OPT bean optimum RSA. Then we have OPT � L. In order to perturb the instance, we placea grid of granularity L=8nc and move each terminal(Steiner terminal or original terminal)4



to its nearest grid point(more than one terminal may map to the same grid point). SinceOPT contains at most n� 2 Steiner terminals, only (2n� 2) terminals are moved. Becauseeach terminal is moved by at most 2 � L=8nc, the cost of the OPT is changed by at most2(2n � 2) � L=8nc � L=2c, which is at most OPT=2c. Rescaling distance by L=16nc, theinstance becomes well-rounded, that is, the minimum interterminal distance at least 2. Asa result, the size of the bounding box, L, is O(nc) = O(n). Thus we now need to compute a(1+1=2c)-approximation in this new instance. But since c > 1 can be an arbitrary constant,that doesn't matter.By requiring the Steiner terminals to lie on the grid, the precision issues which will arisewhen the algorithm "guesses" the location of a Steiner terminal can be avoided.Lemma 2 The perturbation and rounding of a RSA � results in another RSA �0.proof. Although the perturbation may map more than one terminal to the same grid point,it will not create cycles and edges pointing from right to left or top to bottom. 23.2 Shifted Quadtree constructionWe construct the dissection and quadtree with shift (a; b) in the same way as [5]. Forconvenience of the reader, we sketch the construction as follows:The dissection of the bounding box is constructed by �rst partitioning the boundingbox into four equal smaller squares. Then each square is recursively partitioned into fourequal squares until the size of resulting squares is � 1. The quadtree is constructed in thesimilar way except we stop the partitioning when the square has at most one node.Choosing two integers a,b in [0; L), (a; b)-shift of the dissection and quadtree is de�nedas follows: the x-coordinate of the left line of the dissection or quadtree is moved to x-coordinate a and the y-coordinate of the lower line of the dissection or quadtree is movedto y-coordinate b. Then the rest of the dissection or quadtree is "wrapped-around".Since the size of the well-rounded bounding box isO(n), the depth of the shifted quadtreeis O(logn), and the number of squares in it is S = O(n � logn).5



Lemma 3 (Structure Lemma)Let the minimum nonzero interterminal(including Steiner terminals) distance in an RSAinstance be 2 and L be the size of its bounding box(L = O(n)). shift (a; b) is randomlychosen, where 0 � a; b � L. Then there exists an RSA � of cost at most (1 + 1=c) �OPTwhich is r-light with respect to the dissection with shift (a; b), where r = O(c); c > 1.3.3 Dynamic ProgrammingAssuming the truth of the Structure Lemma, we apply dynamic programming to �nd theoptimal r-light RSA with respect to the randomly shifted quadtree. The running time ofthe dynamic programming is O(nO(c) � logn). This optimal r-light RSA is a (1 + 1=c)-approximation for the RSMA.Suppose s is a square of the randomly shifted quadtree. Then the optimal r-light RSAcrosses the boundaries of s a total of � 4r times. Then the portion of the optimal RSAinside s is forest such that (a) a set P containing � r points on each of the four boundariesof the square, (b) a partition (P1; P2; � � � ; Pt) of P where t � 2r. The goal is to �nd anoptimum r-light collection of t directed Steiner trees such that all edges point "northeast"and there is no intersection between any pair of trees, where the ith tree contains all thepoints in Pi, and the trees together contain every terminal inside s. For those squares thatdo not contain any input terminal, the algorithm has to "guess" the Steiner terminals insidethem. However, since each square is entered and left only at most 4r times, we can solve itin constant time by using exact algorithms proposed by [2][3][8] as an instance of the RSAPof size at most 4r(r is a constant). The number of leaves in the shifted quadtree is O(n)and the size of the shifted quadtree is O(n � logn).The dynamic programming puts costs of the optimal solutions to all instances of ther-light directed Steiner forest(all edges point "northeast") problems into a lookup table.The algorithm is done when this table is completely built up. The total number of entriesin the lookup table is the total number of di�erent instances of the r-light directed Steinerforest problems in the shifted quadtree. In a quadtree with S squares, this number is at6



most O(S � ( O(n)r )4 � 24r � (4r)!).The table is built up in a bottom-up fashion. The algorithm optimally solves instancesat the leaves of the quadtree in O(r) time since they contain at most 1 terminal and O(r)selected points. Inductively, suppose all r-light directed Steiner forest problem for squaresat depth > i have been solved and let s be a square at depth i. Let s1; s2; s3; s4 be its fourchildren of s. For every choice in (a), (b) for s, the algorithm enumerates all possible waysin which an r-light directed Steiner forest could cross the boundaries of s1; � � � ; s4. Thus allchoices for the following are enumerated: a set of � r points on the four inner edges of thes1; � � � ; s4; The number of choices is at most (( O(n)r )4 � 24r). Thus the running time of thedynamic programming algorithm is O(S � ( O(n)r )8 � (2)8r � (4r)!), which is O(nO(c) � (logn)).A deterministic approximation algorithm can be obtained by derandomizing the abovealgorithm by runing the dynamic programming part of the algorithm for all choices of thepair (a; b). Therefore, the running time will be increased by a factor of O(n2).3.4 Proof of the Structure LemmaLemma 4 (Patching Lemma)Let L be any line segment of length l and � be an RSA that crosses L at least twice. Thenthere exists a new RSA �0 with total additional length at most l and crosses the line segmentonce.Proof. We only prove when the line segment is vertical (with the same argument, we canprove the case in which the line segment is horizontal).Suppose � crosses L a total of t times. Let M1;M2; � � � ;Mt be these crossing points. As-suming without loss of generality that the y-coordinates ofMi are non-decreasing. Breaking� at those points will break � into forest F . Let M 0i and M 00i denote two copies of Mi, oneon each side of L, respectively. Furthermore, let �L and �R be a partition of trees of F suchthat �L contains M 01; � � � ;M 0t and �R contains M 001 ; � � � ;M 00t . From Lemma 1, we know that�L is an RSA and �R is a forest. If we use a vertical line segment L0 which is a sub-segment7



of in�nitesimally shifted version of L to connect M 001 ;M 002 ; � � � ;M 00t , we can get a new tree�0R. Connecting M 01 and M 001 will combine �L and �0R into a new RSA �0 which crosses Lonly once and l(�0) � l(�) because l(L0) � l(L). Furthermore, l(�0)� l(�) � l(L). 2We use a sequence of horizontal and vertical line segments at unit distance from eachother to grid the bounding box of the set N . Let l be one of the grid lines, � is an RSAwith total length of A and t(�; l) denote the total number of times that � crosses l. Thenext lemma relates t(�; l) to A.Lemma 5 If the minimum internode dinstance is at least 2, thenXl:vertical t(�; l) + Xl:horizontal t(�; l) � 2A (1)Proof. Let e be an edge of � and has length E. Suppose a and b are the lengths ofthe horizontal and vertical projections of the edge(a+ b = E). Then it contributes at most(a+1)+(b+1) to the left hand side. Since (a+1)+(b+1) = a+ b+2 = E+2 and E � 2,we have E + 2 � 2E. 2Proof:(Structure Lemma) Suppose � is an optimum RSA with total length of OPT andshift(a; b)(0 � a; b � L) is randomly generated. We use a deterministic procedure to provethe Structure Lemma by modifying � over many steps into an RSA �0 which is r-light withrespect to the randomly-shifted dissection. We upperbound the increasing cost(slight) inexpectation as follows. We use the same accounting methods as[5] and "charge" any costincrease to some (horizontal or vertical) line of the grid. We will show that for each line lof the grid, Ea;b[charge to line l when shift is (a; b)] � 2t(�; l)r � 1 ; (2)By linearity of expectations it then follows that the expected increase in the cost of theRSA is Xl:vertical 2t(�; l)r � 1 + Xl:horizontal 2t(�; l)r � 1 ; (3)8



which is � 4OPTr�1 by Lemma 5. Let r � 8c+ 1, the expected increase in the RSA cost is atmost OPT=2c. Then with probability at least 1=2, the cost of of the optimum r-light RSAfor the shifted dissection is at most (1 + 1=c) �OPT (Markov's inequality).Assume without loss of generality, that the size of the bounding box L is a power of 2.Therefore, all lines used in the dissection are grid lines. The maximal level de�ned in [5]:the maximal level of a line is highest level it is at. For example, the bounding box is atlevel 0.For each vertical line l in the grid we have,Pra [l is at level i] = 2iL : (4)where each i � logL and a is randomly picked. A similar statement is true for horizontallines.We call the procedure MODIFY(l; i; b) de�ned in [5] to modify the optimum RSA to anr-light RSA by patching "bottom up" for all levels j � i(with slight change).MODIFY(l; i; b)(l is a vertical grid line, b is the vertical shift of the dissection,and i is the maximal level of l)For j = logL downto i do:For p = 0; 1; � � � ; 2j � 1, if the segment of l between they-coordinates (b+ p � L2j mod L) and(b+ (p+ 1) � L2j mod L) is crossed by thecurrent RSA more than r times, then use the patching lemma toreduce the number of croosings to 2.Because the line segment could be "wrapped-around" and the patching need to be donefor its two parts separately, the number of crossings after patching is 2.Let cl;j(b)(j � i) denote the number of times we apply the patching lemma in theiteration corresponding to j in the "for" loop in MODIFY(l; i; b). Because the optimum9



RSA � crossed line l only t(�; l) times, and each call of the MODIFY(l; i; b) replaces at leastr + 1 crossings by at most 2. We have thatXj�1 cl;j(b) � t(�; l)r � 1 (5)Moreover, the cost increased can be estimated as follows:Increase in RSA cost due to MODIFY (l; i; b) �Xj�i cl;j(b) � L2j (6)We charge this cost to l, and only when i is the maximal level of line l this charge occurs.By equation (4) that happens with probability at most 2iL (over the choice of the horizontalshift a). Thus,Ea[charge to l when horizontal shift is a] = Xi�1 2iL � cost increase due to MODIFY (l; i; b)� Xi�1 2i� Xj�i cl;j(b) � L2j= Xj�1 cl;j(b)2j �Xi�j 2i� Xj�1 2 � cl;j(b)� 2t(�; l)r � 1where every vertical line l and every 0 � b � L� 1. 2References[1] W. Shi and C. Su, "The rectilinear Steiner arborescence problem is NP-complete", toappear 11th ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms(SODA),January 2000.[2] K. S. Leung and J. Cong, "Fast Optimal Algorithms for the Minimum RectilinearSteiner Arborescence Problem", Proc. Intl Symposium on Circuits and Systems, May1997, pp. 1568-1571.[3] L. Nastansky, S. M. Selkow, and N. F. Stewart, "Cost-minimal trees in directed acyclicgraphs", Z. Oper. Res. 18(1974), 59-67.10
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